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ABSTRACT

Financial market creates a complex and ever changing environment in which population of investors are competing for profit. Predicting the future for financial gain is a difficult and challenging task, however at the same time it is a profitable activity. Hence, the ability to obtain the highly efficient financial model has become increasingly important in the competitive world. To cope with this, we consider functional link artificial neural networks (FLANNs) trained by particle swarm optimization (PSO) for stock index prediction (PSO-FLANN). Our strong experimental conviction confirms that the performance of PSO tuned FLANN model for the case of lower number of ahead prediction task is promising. In most cases LMS updated algorithm based FLANN model proved to be as good as or better than the RLS updated algorithm based FLANN but at the same time RLS updated FLANN model for the prediction of stock index system cannot be ignored.

1. INTRODUCTION

The higher order neural network has re-awakened the scientific and engineering community to the modeling and processing of numerous quantitative phenomenons specifically in the field of financial domain using neural network. These networks are specifically designed for handling linearly non-separable problems using appropriate input representation. Thus, suitable enhanced representation of input data has to be found out. This can be achieved by increasing the dimensions of the input space. The input data which is expanded is used for training instead of the actual input data. In this case, higher order
input terms are chosen so that they are linearly independent of the original pattern components. Thus, the input representation has been enhanced and linear-separability can be achieved in the extended space.

The increasing development in the field of NN has made their structure more complex in nature. This complexity has been raised as a result of combining a large number of hidden layers and a large number of neurons in those layers, making the NN model behavior more impracticable in the length of their training time. On the other hand HONN alleviate this problem by providing simpler NNs with all of the possible higher order multiplicative or functional interactions between the elements of the input vectors being provided explicitly.

HONN is a different type of neural network with the presence of expanded input space in it single layer feed-forward architecture. HONN contains summing units and product units that multiply their inputs. These high order terms or product units can increase the information capacity for the input features and provides nonlinear decision boundaries to give a better classification and prediction capability than the linear neuron (Sahin, 1994). A major advantage of HONNs is that only one layer of trainable weight is needed to achieve nonlinear separable, unlike the typical MLP or feed-forward neural network (Mishra and Dehuri, 2007).

Although most neural networks models share a common goal in performing functional mapping, different network architecture may vary significantly in their ability to handle different types of problems. For some tasks, higher order architecture of some of the inputs or activations may be appropriate to help good representation for solving the problems. HONNs are needed because ordinary feed-forward network like MLP cannot avoid the problem of slow learning, especially when involving highly complex nonlinear problems (Chen and Leung, 2004).

1.1 Related Work

HONNs have traditionally recognitions of being the input to a computational neuron which is a weighted sum of the products of its inputs (Lee et al., 1986). Such neurons are refereed as the higher-order processing units (HPUs) (Lippmann, 1989). It has been shown that HONNs can successfully perform invariant pattern recognition (Psaltis, Park, and Hong, 1988; Reid, Spirkovska, and Ochoa, 1989; Wood and Shawe-Taylor, 1996). Giles and Maxwell (1987) have showed that, HONNs have impressive computational storage, and learning capabilities. Redding, Kowalski and Downs (1993) proved that HONNs were at least as powerful as any other (similar order) FNN. Kosmatopoulos, Polycarpou, Christodoulou, and Ioannou (1995) have studied the approximation and learning properties of one class of recurrent HONNs and applied these architectures to the identification of dynamical systems. Thimm and Fiesler (1997) proposed a suitable initialization method for HONNs and compared this with FNN-weight initialization.

Though the HONNs have been extensively used in pattern recognition, classifications, non-linear simulations, identification of dynamic systems and other fields as mentioned, but applications in financial modeling and prediction are limited. Hence, the motivation behind this chapter is to explore the key issues and to specifically develop potential indicators based HONN for financial modeling and simulations purpose. Experimentally, it has been justified that the potential indicators used as an input to the HONN model gives better performance with less effort with a capable of simulating higher frequency and higher order nonlinear data, thus producing superior financial data simulations, compared with those derived from traditional ANN based models trained with back-propagation (Mishra and Dehuri, 2012; Mishra and Dehuri, 2014). Most important aspect is that, HONN is trained using evolutionary